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Welcome to our new and improved Research & Forecast Report.  In this report we look 

at the increasing amount of capital being committed to retail property through investment 

and development, and the implications for the various retail sectors.  We hope you enjoy 

the read and we look forward to discussing these trends with you soon.

nora farren, Director | Research, Australia 
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the amount of capital being committed to the retail property 
sector through development implies that owners and investors 
are looking through the short-term challenges facing the 
leasing market, and are confident in the future of bricks-and-
mortar retail and the long-term outlook
by nora farren
Director | Research 
nora.farren@colliers.com

Retailers may be wondering, given the rise in savings over the past six years, the relatively solid 
state of the labour market, and recent share market gains – why aren’t consumers willing to 
spend more? Leveraged households are willing to boost consumption sporadically, but they also 
remain susceptible to shocks. Retail sales have been quite inconsistent, which in turn weighs on 
retailer sentiment and leasing decisions. 

Landlords are actively trying to drive income growth by undertaking expansion and 
refurbishment programs, with development a key value driver for the retail sector. Australia’s 
largest retail property owners currently have in excess of $10 billion worth of development 
under construction or planned over the next five years. Increasing competition between centres 
is driving defensive investment by shopping centre owners, as they focus on the amenity and 
quality of their centres and the ability to entice shoppers to stay for longer. The entrance of 
international retailers to Australia means increased competition for domestic retailers, but it 
also results in a revival of consumer interest, particularly in CBD and regional shopping centres 
where they typically choose to locate.  

While performance varies from sector to sector and across individual centres, on average leasing 
demand remains patchy. Vacancy rates have remained low, partly due to property owners offering 
incentives to retain and attract tenants. There is also an increasing trend for tenants to occupy 
space on short-term leases, on hold over and in pop-up shops. This space would otherwise be 
available for longer-term lease. Face rents are largely being maintained and average rental growth 
for sitting tenants remains positive as a function of contractual increases. A range of incentives 
are being offered to both sitting and new tenants, including rent relief or rent free periods, and 
contributions to fit-out. Overall, rents on new leases continue to be lower than expiring rents, and 
fewer tenants are opting to renew leases. While overall retail indicators are improving, the leasing 
market is anticipated to remain challenging over the short term, with lower rents on some new 
store leases expected to remain a feature of the market over the course of 2013. 

Transaction activity in the retail sector is being driven by offshore investors entering the 
Australian market either directly or through capital partnering. There is strong global appetite for 
low-risk investments, with offshore pension and sovereign wealth funds looking to increase their 
exposure to prime property in Australia. Local players are recycling their holdings to unlock funds 
for future development. Investors are targeting a broad range of centres, with more than $2 
billion of capital estimated to be chasing neighbourhood and sub-regional assets alone.  

Prime yields across retail markets are broadly in line with long-term averages, and remain 
significantly higher than yields for corresponding assets in major markets globally. Australian 
bond yields are at historical lows, with the spread between property yields and real bond yields 
close to all-time highs.

caPital flows to 
Retail investMent and 
develoPMent

retail
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national oveRview
some Positive signs for retail sPending

The retail environment improved slightly over the first quarter 
of 2013, boosted by strength in the equities market, a continued 
pick-up in house prices and solid employment growth. Australia’s 
retail sector is in a better place than it was a year ago, but growth 
remains soft. Retail spending grew by 0.2% during the month of 
April, following strong growth in spending in the first two months 
of 2013 and a slight fall in March. There was, however, some good 
news with a strong rise in retail volumes in the March quarter. 
Retail trade volumes, which represent sales excluding inflation, rose 
2.2%, the strongest quarterly increase since March 2007. 

The 25 basis point cut to the official cash rate delivered by the 
Reserve Bank of Australia in May 2013 should provide some relief 
to retailers, and the sector will be hopeful some of the financial 
pressure on shoppers eases. Cuts to official interest rates are now 
taking longer to impact on spending. Economic indicators for the 
retail environment are generally heading in a positive direction, 
although retail sales growth remains choppy. Given the lingering 
uncertainty around the demand drivers for the domestic economy 
post-mining investment boom, a return to persistent strength in 
consumption seems unlikely. Retail spending has been lagging total 
consumption expenditure with a larger share of the retail dollar 
now going to services, and less on traditional retail goods – but the 
gap does appear to be closing. 

retailers focus on sales Productivity and 
foot traffic

The challenging retail conditions have resulted in a power shift 
from landlord to tenant. Store rollout programs continue across 
most retail categories focused on high foot traffic locations. 
Existing footprints are being revisited in terms of average store 
size, often resulting in a reduction of space, and underperforming 
stores continue to be closed. Retailers are increasingly comfortable 
with walking away from a store should the property owner be 
unwilling to negotiate on rents – but landlords are also becoming 
more realistic with leasing expectations. In selecting appropriate 
locations, retailers are still primarily focused on sales productivity 
and foot traffic, and are willing to pay higher rents to remain in 
centres that provide these attributes. Retailers would rather pay 
more rent in a highly productive centre, than a lower rent in a lower 
performing centre. 

Retailers have been focusing on costs by reviewing their business 
models and supply chain costs. They continue to promote sales 
and discount, but are better able to maintain margins. Retailers 
have been investing time and money in their product mix. Retailers 
increasingly see the internet as an enabler, driving sales in their 
physical stores. Wage escalation is a big issue for retailers moving 
forward, with wages in many cases growing faster than rents.

caPital exPenditure on retail assets 
increasing

In addition to the current high level of investment transactions 
occurring in the retail sector, capital expenditure on retail assets is 
also increasing. After reaching a low point in 2010, the supply of 
retail space has been steadily increasing as property owners get 
set for the anticipated upturn in the leasing market. The retailer-led 
supply that has been occurring over the past few years is expected 
to continue, but increasingly A-REIT and other major institutional 
landlords are focusing on their development pipelines. Major retail 
property owners have been recycling their holdings to unlock funds, 
and a number of listed owners have recently undertaken equity 
raisings in order to fund future retail development.

Colliers International has identified around 2.6 million square 
metres of retail space currently under construction or expected 
to complete over the next five years. Across the major listed retail 
property owners, the retail development pipeline is in excess of $10 
billion. There is also significant supply being undertaken by retailers 
such as Woolworths and Wesfarmers in both the supermarket and 
hardware sectors.

The breakdown by sector shows that bulky goods (both 
homemaker and hardware centres) will deliver the greatest share 
with around 1.17 million square metres or 45% of new supply 
over the medium term. The regional centre sector is expected 
to provide approximately 572,000sqm (22%) primarily through 
the redevelopment and expansion of existing centres. Supply of 
sub-regional retail space is forecast to be around 338,000sqm 

national Retail tuRnoveR (seasonally adjusted)
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or 13% of the total. The strength of the non-discretionary retail 
sector, in particular food retailing which is currently growing at 
5.6% per annum, has seen steady supply in the neighbourhood and 
convenience retail sector. There is approximately 442,000sqm of 
space under construction and planned in this sector, accounting 
for 17% of the total. Following elevated levels of completions over 
the past two years, CBD retail is expected to see only around 
78,000sqm supplied.

investment reBounds driven By regional 
centre transactions

Retail transaction volumes jumped to $6.75 billion in 2012, showing 
an increase of 110% on 2011. The strong increase in activity was 
driven by regional shopping centre sales, which accounted for just 
under half of the total by value. The largest vendor group was the 
A-REIT sector, selling more than $3.2 billion of shopping centres. 
The most active buyers were wholesale and unlisted property 
funds, followed by private investors and A-REITs. While offshore 
buyers accounted for just 9% of direct transactions, they were 
involved in a number of capital partnering deals on an indirect 
basis. 

The strongest theme to emerge during 2012 was the growing trend 
of capital partnering, as more groups look for backing to fund their 
retail development pipelines. Challenger is currently advising a 
Middle Eastern group on a capital partnering deal with Federation 
Centres, involving approximately $1.3 billion worth of shopping 
centres. ISPT is involved in two partnerships, one with Federation 
Centres for $371.4 million and another joint venture with Coles 
valued at approximately $400 million.   

There is a high degree of competition for quality assets, particularly 
for core and core plus product. Activity year-to-date in 2013 has 
been strong, with just over $2.3 billion transacted. The largest 
single asset deal so far this year is the sale by GPT of its 50% 
interest in Erina Fair, for $397.1 million. The stake was sold to 
a client of Lend Lease Investment Management, reported to be 
South Korea’s National Pension Service.  Institutional investors, 
superannuation funds and offshore investors are anticipated to be 
most active in 2013. We expect some downward pressure on cap 
rates given the very high spread to bond yields, particularly for 
neighbourhood and sub-regional centres where the gap is widest.

neighBourhood centre returns outPerform 

Over the year to March 2013, retail property returned 8.4%, 
comprised of 6.9% income return and 1.5% capital growth. 
Returns for retail property have fallen behind those of the office 
and industrial sector over the past year, but over the medium (5 
years) and long term (10 years) retail assets have outperformed. 
Across the retail categories, the highest individual sector returns 
were achieved by neighbourhood centres (8.9%) for the year to 
March 2013. This was the only retail sector to record an increase 
in returns over the quarter. Being anchored by supermarkets, 
neighbourhood centres have been supported by steady growth 
in food retailing. Regional centres recorded the largest decline in 
returns, a result of the negative impact of weaker discretionary 
spending. This was particularly evident for clothing retailers and 
department stores. Returns across the retail sector are expected 
to remain below long-term averages of around 11%, and weak over 
the remainder of 2013, before picking-up in 2014.

Retail suPPly PiPeline

CBD Retail
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Neighbourhood & 
Convenience      
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international retailers drive demand for space

First HalF 2013

ReseaRch And 
foRecast report

cbd Retail MaRket snaPshot
indicatoR austRalia new zealand

Prime cbd Mall average net 
Rental Range ($/sqm) $2,750 - $9,000 $1,500 - $3,215

Prime cbd Mall national 
average vacancy Rate 2.3% 2.5%

supply additions (sqm) 78,000 n/a

Prime yield Range 5.25% - 8.50% 5.00% - 7.00%

collieRs inteRnational ReseaRch

Australia’s CBD asset owners remain focused on staying 
competitive through renewal and repositioning of centres. The 
recent and continuing refurbishment and expansion of Australia’s 
major city centre retail destinations, coupled with the introduction 
of new international brands, has reinvigorated CBD retailing. The 
success of these developments has seen increased pedestrian 
activity through the core CBD retail precincts. Combined with the 
arrival of international brands such as Apple, Zara, and Topshop, in 
addition to luxury brands expanding their presence in Australia, the 
CBD is once again a popular shopping destination.

The CBD continues to be the first location of choice for major 
international retailers coming to Australia. Generally, international 
retailers upon entry to the Australian market seek a flagship store 
in either the Sydney or Melbourne CBD, followed by smaller stores 
in top performing regional shopping centres. The retailers typically 
require large floor plates, with their average store size substantially 
larger than those of local retailers. The average store size 
requirement of the retailers identified is approximately 800sqm, and 
ranges between 150sqm and 2,000sqm. 

Premier corridors in Australian CBDs still lack sufficient 
freestanding space to accommodate the larger footprints and quality 
streetscape sought by many international brands.

Rents along prime CBD mall locations in Australia consistently rank 
amongst the most expensive in the world. Last year, Pitt Street Mall 
in the Sydney CBD was ranked the 10th most expensive location in 
the Colliers’ 2012 Global Retail Streets survey. Rents across most 
markets have stabilised with limited transaction activity in prime 
locations, following a reshuffle of tenants through the development 
cycle. The exception being Brisbane, which saw a 5% increase over 
the past 12 months, with average prime rents along Queen Street 
Mall now at $4,463/sqm.

The CBD retail property market continues to attract investors, 
but transaction activity is limited due to the tightly held nature 
of this style of investment. This sector shows the lowest trading 
volumes of all retail asset classes. Due to limited supply and strong 
competition, prime asset yields for CBD retail are expected to show 
some tightening in the next six to twelve months, whilst secondary 
assets are expected to remain stable. 

The supply of CBD retail space is expected to be constrained over 
the medium term. New floor space is generally restricted to ground 
floor components of office and residential developments, and the 
refurbishment of existing retail. Generally, vacancies within the core 
CBD retail precincts tend to be in inferior, out-of-the-way locations, 
rather than superior street front positions.

cbd Retail

A Colliers internAtionAl PubliCAtion           



Rundle Mall, adelaide, sa
recently secured Commonwealth Bank of Australia

leasinG MaRket 
mixed rental outcomes following the 
develoPment cycle reshuffle

Rental growth outcomes were mixed across prime CBD markets, 
with the majority experience a slight increase or stabilisation in 
rents over the past 12 months. Some secondary CBD locations 
have suffered as retailers close stores and focus on more profitable 
locations. Most CBDs have undergone a revitalisation through new 
supply and refurbishments, which has drawn both domestic and 
international retailers and has resulted in increased pedestrian 
traffic. Following a reshuffle of tenants through the development 
cycle, there has been limited new leasing activity in prime CBD mall 
locations across Australia. Conversely, increased levels of leasing 
activity have been experienced in Queen Street in Auckland, which 
now has less than 1,000sqm of available space to offer new and 
existing retailers. Prime CBD rents in Auckland currently range 
between $1,500 to $3,215/sqm, while secondary rents fall between 
$350 and $800/sqm.

Queen street mall leads growth in rents

Across Australia, average rents for prime CBD retail mall locations 
range between $2,750 and $9,000/sqm, reflecting local conditions 
in individual markets. The largest increase in average prime rents 
was recorded on Queen Street Mall in Brisbane, which saw rents 
grow by 5% to $4,463/sqm. On Bourke Street Mall in Melbourne, 
average prime rents increased slightly to $7,000/sqm due to 
limited supply and tightening vacancy. The Murray and Hay Street 
Mall precinct in Perth recorded a small upswing in average rents 
reaching $3,300/sqm. Average rents on Pitt Street Mall in the 
Sydney CBD remained steady at $9,000/sqm. Despite the limited 
development pipeline, there was downward pressure on rents in 
Rundle Street Mall, with the largest decline in average prime CBD 
rents recorded in Adelaide, where rents fell 7% to $2,750/sqm. 
With a steady outlook for retail sales growth and relatively stable 
vacancy rates, rental growth is expected to return to average levels 
in the near term.

investMent MaRket
domestic suPer funds and offshore investors 
chase assets

Prime CBD retail assets are generally tightly held and transactions 
remain rare. This sector shows the lowest trading volumes of all 
retail asset classes. Quality retail assets continue to be viewed 
as lower risk investments, due to the consistent total returns and 
high barriers to entry. During 2012 there were six CBD retail 
centres traded, with transaction values reaching $636.5 million. 
This is similar to levels achieved in 2011, when six sales were 
also recorded. The purchaser profile for CBD retail assets is led 
by domestic super funds and offshore investors. Vendors of these 
assets over the past 12 months have primarily been investors 
and syndicates. Although, the largest CBD asset sold in 2012 
was by a REIT.

The largest transaction to occur in 2012 was the sale of a half stake 
in the Myer Centre in Brisbane. The CFS Retail Property Trust 
sold the 50% stake to ISPT for $366 million in March. The centre 
is anchored by Myer, Target, Birch Carroll & Coyle cinemas, Coles 
Central, Best & Less and Lincraft, and includes more than 180 
specialty stores. In late 2012, Centro Surfers Paradise was sold for 
$162.5 million showing a yield of 10.7%. The 23,383sqm centre was 
acquired by Challenger on behalf of an institutional client, and was 
sold by Centro MCS 11.

So far in 2013, one CBD retail asset has traded, the Plaza Arcade 
in Perth for $48 million in January. The centre was purchased by 
Starhill Global REIT out of Singapore on a yield of 7.75%. 
The listed trust also owns the neighbouring David Jones Building, 
and is expected to upgrade both centres.

PRiMe cbd Mall aveRaGe net Rents
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scoPe for Prime yield comPression

After a period of softening, national CBD investment yields have 
stabilised with decreases starting to occur at the prime end of the 
market. This trend reflects the impact of new supply and new retailers 
entering select CBD markets. Prime yields for CBD assets across 
Australia currently range between 5.25% and 8.50%. In Auckland, 
prime yields currently range between 5.00% and 7.00%, while 
secondary yields fall between 8.00% and 10.00%. Due to limited 
supply and strong competition, prime asset yields for CBD retail are 
expected to show some tightening in the next six to twelve months, 
whilst yields for secondary assets are expected to remain stable. 

According to the IPD Australia Commercial Property Digest, total 
returns for other retail (which includes city centre retail) increased 
to 9.4% during the year to March 2013, up from 9.0% for the year 
to December 2012. Apart from neighbourhood centres, this was the 
only other retail group to record an increase in total returns over the 
the year to March 2013. The return was driven by a small increase in 
capital growth, while the income return fell marginally (-0.1%) to 6.4%.

suPPly, vacancy 
and deMand
suPPly of new sPace constrained

There is a significant cycle of reinvigoration occurring across 
Australia’s core CBD retail markets, with several large projects 
completed over the past two years. Clothing and accessory chains 
dominate the tenant mix in CBDs, reinforced by international 
retailers occupying large flagship stores. 

Premier corridors still lack sufficient freestanding space to 
accommodate the larger footprints sought by many international 
brands. New-to-market retailers must now consider options outside 
of the CBDs, where they would traditionally choose to locate their 
first (or flagship) stores. Australian retail groups continue to monitor 
opportunities in Auckland but expansion plans are generally on hold, 
as their performance at home is weaker than in recent years.

Following elevated levels of completions over the past two years, 
the supply of CBD retail space is expected to be constrained over 
the medium-term, with only around 78,000sqm of new floor space 
expected to be supplied. This is generally restricted to ground 
floor components of office and residential developments, and the 
refurbishment of existing retail.

selected cbd Retail suPPly

centRe state suPPly  
tyPe

aPPRox 
aRea coMPletion owneR

Rundle Place sa new 22,500 2013 Pacific shopping 
centres

emporium 
Melbourne vic new 46,175 2013 cfs Retail 

Property trust

5 Martin 
Place nsw new 2,500 2014 cPof/cbus

the stand 
Melbourne vic Refur- 

bishment 9,498 2014 isPt

barangaroo nsw new 7,000 2013 lend lease

collieRs inteRnational ReseaRch

1 o’connell street, sydney, nsw
leasing on behalf of lend lease and harina Company ltd
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The most recent large scale CBD addition was the redevelopment 
of Rundle Place in Adelaide. The centre opened in April 2013 and 
has a floor area of around 30,000sqm. The development includes 
a Coles supermarket, Harris Scarfe department store, a food 
court and approximately 60 specialty stores. The largest CBD 
retail project under construction is The Emporium in Melbourne. 
At 46,175sqm, the development will add approximately 200 new 
retail outlets to the market. In addition to local designers, a number 
of international brands have committed to the centre including 
Topshop and what will be the first UNIQLO store in Australia. The 
fast fashion brand has committed to open a 3,000sqm, four-
level flagship store which will serve to anchor the Emporium 
development.  

low vacancy But some Backfill Pressure

While the vacancy rate across all CBD prime retail strips remains 
low, greater CBD development activity has led to a corresponding 
increase in sublease vacancies as tenants relocate to new centres 
or exit unprofitable locations. Traditionally, retailers have had a 
strong preference for ground floor shop fronts, but as vacancy 
across the Melbourne CBD remains tight, we expect to see an 
increase in vertical retailing, particularly with big-box international 
retailers. 

The completion of new developments has seen a number of new 
tenancies open over the past 12 months. Despite this, the vacancy 
rate for the core retail precinct in the Sydney CBD remains at 
around 1.2%. Vacancies in the Sydney CBD tend to be concentrated 
in secondary or inferior locations or upper level tenancies, rather 
than street-front positions. Demand for CBD retail space across 
the country is expected to remain strong, with rents anticipated 
to remain stable in the short-term, following increases during the 
previous development cycle.  

st james, 555 bourke street, Melbourne, vic
leasing on behalf of Juilliard group
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How else can we help you? 
speak to one of our property experts today.  
au.retail@colliers.com 

For further information about our research  
please contact: Nora Farren 
director | research | tel +61 2 9257 0289 

nora.farren@colliers.com
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historically high levels of regional Centres trading

ReGional centRes
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claremont Quarter, claremont, wa
sold on behalf of Brookfield

Until last year, transaction activity for regional shopping centres had 
been quiet. Over the previous three years on average, a regional 
asset traded every six months, resulting in only seven transactions 
between 2009 and 2011. We are currently seeing a historically high 
level of regional centres trading - during 2012 there have been 
stakes sold in 12 regional assets. The value of centres sold was in 
excess of $3.29 billion, and accounts for just under half (49%) of all 
retail transactions in 2012. Of all the centres that traded last year, 
only one transaction was for 100% of the asset, the remainder were 
partial stake interests ranging between 20% and 50%. Portfolio 
sales dominated activity, most notably the AMP Capital/Westfield 
asset swap involving six regional assets, and the Centro/Perron 
Group transaction of three assets. 

The deal between AMP Capital and Westfield will also result in the 
commencement of a number of major redevelopments. Over the 
next few years construction across the regional sector will pick-up 
as owners become more confident and look to grow and reposition 
their assets. Over the next five years supply of space across the 
regional sector is expected to be approximately 572,000sqm, 
accounting for around 22% of all forecast supply. 

The performance of specialty stores continues to be an issue 
for regional centres in 2013, with particular focus on specialty 
re-leasing spreads. Retailers are taking the opportunity to adjust 
their rents, with increasing evidence of new leasing deals being 
struck at a discount to the rent being paid by the previous tenant. 
With weakness in the performance of discretionary retail, property 
owners have been under pressure to maintain occupancy rates, 
with evidence of increasing incentives in this market. Store location 
has a significant impact on sales. For retailers, decisions upon lease 
renewal are increasingly focused on the optimisation of sales for a 
site as opposed to purely seeking lower rents. 

For many of the large retail property owners occupancy remains 
strong despite significant headwinds in the retail sector. The 
challenges of the current retail spending environment mean the 
gap in performance between prime dominant regional centres and 
secondary ones will widen. As a result, much of the focus for retail 
shopping centre owners in the near-term will be on adding value 
to core assets through redevelopment and repositioning. Interest 
from domestic institutional investors seeking this type of asset is 
significant, while offshore investors will continue to show interest in 
partial stakes that involve partnering with domestic managers.

ReGional shoPPinG centRes MaRket snaPshot
indicatoR austRalia new zealand

national average net Rental 
Range ($/sqm) $850 - $2,250 $800 - $1,200

national average vacancy Rate 1.2% 0.5%

supply additions (sqm) 572,000 n/a

Prime yield Range 5.25% - 6.50% 6.50% - 8.75%

secondary yield Range 6.50% - 7.50% 8.75% - 10.25%

collieRs inteRnational ReseaRch
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leasinG MaRket 
increasing evidence of incentives

For many of the large retail property owners’ occupancy remains 
strong despite significant headwinds in the retail sector. While 
average rent growth on specialty stores is generally positive, there 
is increasing evidence of rents on new leases being struck lower 
than the expiring rents. The majority of specialty store leases 
continue to be on five-year terms, with inflation plus 2% annual rent 
increases. 

Retail lease incentives have become a feature of the market, but 
remain modest compared with the incentives paid to office tenants. 
While not common at lease renewal, incentives to lure new tenants 
typically comprise a contribution to fit-out equal to anywhere 
between six and 12 months’ rent on a five-year lease. While minimal 
for higher-quality malls, incentives have crept into the leasing of 
secondary centres. They also tend to be higher for hard-hit sectors 
such as fashion and lower for food retailers. 

Across Australia, rents for regional centres currently range between 
$850 to $2,250 per square metre, reflecting local conditions in 
individual markets and centre characteristics. Rental rates for 
regional shopping centres across Australia and New Zealand 
(Auckland) are as follows:

• New South Wales: $1,000 to $2,250; 

• Victoria: $1,000 to $2,000; 

• Queensland: $950 to $1,850;

• South Australia: $1,000 to $1,750; 

• Western Australia: $1,050 to $1,700; and in

• New Zealand: $350 to $1,200. 

the relevance of dePartment stores changing 

Twenty years ago, department stores typically accounted for more 
than 20% of sales turnover in regional shopping centres; today the 
figure is closer to 10%. Their contribution to a centre’s total rental 
income is also much lower, given the scale of space they occupy. 
While the performance of department stores garners much publicity, 
they actually represent the smallest of the six retail categories that 
the ABS monitors. So their overall contribution to retail spending 
is quite small; and not necessarily representative of the mindset of 
consumers or the overall health of Australian retailing. We expect 
there to be further incremental department store space reductions 
announced. Typically, once space is handed back, both rent and 
sales per square metre are higher, and at certain centres this frees 
up space to be leased to more lucrative tenants.

investMent MaRket
Partial interests and Portfolio sales drive 
regional centre trading

Demand for regional shopping centres has been driven by their ability 
to deliver solid returns over the long-term. The high barriers to entry 
and strong fundamentals of regional shopping centres including 
their diversified tenancy mix, structured rental growth, and their 
ability to adapt their retail offer, continues to drive investor interest 
in the sector. Regional centres will retain their dominance as long as 
domestic and offshore investors seek trophy retail assets. 

Due to the high barriers to entry, regional shopping centres tend 
to be tightly held, especially super and major regional centres. We 
are currently seeing a historically high level of regional centres 
trading - during 2012 there have been stakes sold in 12 regional 
assets. The value of centres sold was in excess of $3.29 billion, and 
accounts for just under half (49%) of all retail transactions in 2012. 
One of the major trends to occur in retail investment during 2012 
was listed owners recycling capital by selling half shares in regional 
centre assets, while retaining the management rights. Of the 12 
centres that sold last year all but one were partial interests ranging 
between 20% and 50%. 

ReGional shoPPinG centRe aveRaGe net Rents
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The largest contributor to investment activity was the AMP Capital/
Westfield joint venture restructure. Just over $1.711 billion worth 
of property traded as part of this deal (excluding Casey Central, a 
neighbourhood centre) and involved the sale of stakes in six regional 
centres. The single largest individual regional centre sale over 2012 
was the purchase of Top Ryde City by the Blackstone Group for $341 
million from receivers on behalf of the Beville Group. 

Year-to-date in 2013, three regional shopping centres have been 
transacted, all 50%. The largest of which was the sale of a stake in 
Erina Fair Shopping Centre in New South Wales for $397.1 million. 
The GPT Group sold its stake to South Korea’s National Pension 
Service. The centre is managed and co-owned by Lend Lease 
through its wholesale APPF Retail Fund.

yields for regional centres remain comPetitive

Yields for regional centres remain very competitive, and reflect 
centre location, sales performance, income growth and the potential 
for centre expansion. Regional shopping centre yields maintain 
their position as the sharpest of all the retail centre types, reflecting 
the relatively high value and core nature of this category of assets. 
Across Australia, yields for super regional centres currently range 
between 5.25% and 6.00%. Prime regional yields range between 
5.50% and 6.50% and secondary regional yields fall between 
6.50% and 7.50%. In New Zealand, prime regional centre yields 
range between 6.50% and 8.75%, while secondary regional yields 
fall between 8.75% and 10.25%. 

Following strong activity in 2012, demand for regional centres in 
2013 will also be robust although, supply of investment product is 
expected to be limited. This mismatch between demand and supply 
will most likely result in some yield compression for prime assets. 
As investors focus on secure, strong performing assets, we expect 
that upward pressure on pricing for prime centres will be evident 
over the next 12 months.

According to the IPD Australia Commercial Property Digest, total 
returns for prime retail (super, major and regional) were 8.2% for 
the year to March 2013, down from 9.0% for the year to December 
2012. While income growth was relatively stable, capital return fell 
0.7% to just 1.8%.

shore city shopping centre, takapuna, auckland, nz
sold on behalf of Westfield

austRalian ReGional shoPPinG centRe yields
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suPPly, vacancy 
and deMand
toP Performing centres still in demand
In addition to the components offered in smaller centres, regional 
centres offer a full range of services, expanded dining and 
entertainment options. They are also able to accommodate the larger 
footprint required by international retailers, and the higher quality 
of fit out demanded by luxury retailers. We have seen a trend of the 
expansion of mini-majors, and growth in restaurant and entertainment 
precincts. Tenant demand for top performing regional centre locations 
continues to be steady across most categories. Reflecting the strength 
in non-discretionary retail, demand from take-away food and beverage 
retailing has been stronger. Overall, major national fashion chains are 
still taking a cautious approach to network expansions.

asset rePositioning drives construction
Over the next few years construction across the regional sector 
will pick-up as owners become more confident and look to grow 
and reposition their assets. Increasingly A-REIT and other major 
institutional landlords are focusing on their development pipelines. 
Major retail property owners have been recycling their holdings 
to unlock funds, and a number of listed owners have recently 
undertaken equity raisings in order to fund future retail development. 
The regional sector is expected to deliver around 572,000sqm of 
supply over the next five years, primarily through the redevelopment 
and expansion of existing centres.

In addition to those listed below, major projects in planning or 
commenced include the redevelopment of Macquarie Centre in 
Sydney, which will expand the centre to 135,000sqm; planning 
is underway for a $350 to $400 million expansion of Garden 
City Booragoon in Perth; Orion Springfield in Springfield Lakes 
Queensland will undergo a $16 million expansion adding 10,000sqm 
of retail; and the redevelopment of Westfield Parramatta will 
potentially see an extra level providing around 31,495sqm; and 
Castle Towers in Sydney has DA approval for an additional 61,600sqm 
to commence construction in 2014.   

vacancy rates remain low aided By incentives
With weakness in the performance of discretionary retail, property 
owners have been under pressure to maintain occupancy rates, with 
evidence of increasing incentives in this market. Vacancy rates have 
increased marginally across the country, but average regional centre 
vacancy rates remain the lowest of all retail sub-sectors. Across 
Australia, the national average vacancy for regional shopping centres 
is 1.2%, and just 0.5% in New Zealand (Auckland). There is also an 
increasing trend for tenants to occupy space on short-term leases, 
on hold over and in pop-up shops. This space would otherwise be 
available for longer-term lease. Overall, specialty store vacancies 
across regional shopping centres are around long-term average levels. 

endeavour hills shopping centre, endeavour hills, vic
Managed on behalf of the Makris group

Colliers international does not give any warranty in relation to the accuracy of the information contained in this report.if you intend to rely upon the information contained herein, 
you must take note that the information, figures and projections have been provided by various sources and have not been verified by us. We have no belief one way or the 
other in relation to the accuracy of such information, figures and projections. Colliers international will not be liable for any loss or damage resulting from any statement, figure, 
calculation or any other information that you rely upon that is contained in the material. © Colliers international 2013.

How else can we help you? 
speak to one of our property experts today.  
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selected ReGional shoPPinG centRe suPPly

centRe state suPPly  
tyPe

aPPRox 
aRea coMPletion owneR

lakeside 
joondalup wa extension 25,000 2014 aPPf/future 

fund

westfield 
Miranda nsw extension 19,000 2014 westfield/dexus

eastland 
shopping 
centre

vic extension 44,000 2015 Qic

westfield 
Garden city Qld extension 40,000 2014 westfield

Pacific fair Qld extension 42,700 2016 aMP capital

collieRs inteRnational ReseaRch
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please contact: Nora Farren 
director | research | tel +61 2 9257 0289 
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occupying the Middle ground

First HalF 2013

ReseaRch And 
foRecast report

centro Gympie, Qld
Valued on behalf of Centro MCs Manager limited

Sub-regional centres are predominantly anchored by discount 
department stores (DDS) and supermarkets, which as low cost 
retailers are better protected from online competition than mid-to-
high-end department stores. Although, occupying the middle-ground 
in retailing has been a challenge of late. The war to capture the 
entry-level department store shopper has been intense, as the three 
main retailers Big W, Kmart and Target, vie for the value-conscious 
consumer. The DDS sector appears to be in a state of flux, which 
as a traditional drawcard for sub-regional centres, is impacting on 
centre performance. Kmart has taken ownership of the bottom end 
of the market. It has taken prices down, pursued the house brand 
strategy and reduced costs, aided by the high dollar. It has marketed 
itself as the lowest price operator. Target is viewed neither as a 
value proposition nor an upmarket brand-centric department store. 
Big W is positioned between Kmart and Target and gets squeezed in 
the middle. 

Discount department stores are also heavily impacted by price 
deflation across many segments, driven by the high Australian dollar. 
The rise of mini-majors has also been making an impact on DDS 
performance. They have been discounting heavily to clear excess 
stock, and when one starts discounting, competitors are forced to 
follow suit. Increased discounting is likely to put pressure on gross 
margins across the sector at a time when top-line sales growth 
remains subdued and labour and occupancy costs are rising.

There has been an increased level of demand for quality sub-
regional assets, with the depth of market for those centres evolving. 
Purchasers are focusing on centres that have development 
or repositioning potential. Institutional demand is coming 
from purchasers looking to reposition their assets using their 
management expertise. There is also strong demand for centres 
with significant opportunity for positive rental reversions in the 
short-to-medium term. Due to the mix of discretionary and non-
discretionary retailers within sub-regional centres, the performance 
of rents is heavily influenced by the quality of competition from 
surrounding regional and neighbourhood centres.

As a result of soft turnover in categories such as clothing, footwear 
and accessories, owners will be focusing on getting the mix of 
discretionary tenancies right within sub-regional centres. The yield 
differential between prime and secondary centres widened over 
2012. Strong performing, well established centres that dominate 
their catchment area are expected to remain in demand from both 
institutional and private investors. Assets with less growth potential 
and requiring substantial capital expenditure will have to be fairly 
priced, particularly given that funding for secondary retail assets 
remains challenging. Centres with tenancy remixing and value-add 
opportunities will also continue to be in demand.

sub-ReGional shoPPinG centRe MaRket snaPshot
indicatoR austRalia new zealand

national average net Rental 
Range ($/sqm) $550 - $1,150 $350 - $650

national average vacancy Rate 2.9% 1.5%

supply additions (sqm) 338,000 n/a

Prime yield Range 7.00% - 7.75% 6.50% - 9.00%

secondary yield Range 7.75% - 10.00% 9.00% - 10.25%

collieRs inteRnational ReseaRch

sub-ReGional centRes

A Colliers internAtionAl PubliCAtion           



Primewest broome boulevard, wa
Managed on behalf of primewest Management pty limited

leasinG MaRket 
discount dePartment stores under Pressure 
for sales growth 

Sub-regional shopping centre owners are focusing on actively 
managing their assets, and maximising portfolio leasing 
opportunities in order to optimise the retail mix within centres, while 
maintaining sustainable occupancy costs for retailers. Similar to 
other retail sectors, retail lease incentives have become a feature of 
the sub-regional centre market. While not common at lease renewal, 
incentives to lure new tenants typically comprise a contribution to 
fit-out equal to anywhere between six and 12 months’ rent on a 
five-year lease.

With discount department stores under pressure for sales growth, 
and their draw as anchor tenants under pressure, mini-majors 
have been performing relatively well. Retailers such as JB Hi-Fi 
as well as those from the pharmacy, cosmetics and discount 
variety segments traditionally perform well during more cautionary 

sales periods. Specialty shop performance varies across the 
sub-categories with good growth in food categories and mobile 
communications, offset by weakening sales for apparel and leisure 
retailers. Weakness in the low-to-mid level fashion and apparel 
sector is being reflected in the performance and demand for space 
from this group of tenants. Food retailers are currently the most 
active tenants looking at expanding their operations. 

Across Australia, rents for sub-regional shopping centres currently 
range between $550 and $1,150 per square metre, reflecting local 
conditions in individual markets and centre characteristics. Rental 
rates for sub-regional shopping centres across Australia and New 
Zealand (Auckland) are as follows:

• New South Wales: $650 to $1,150;

• Victoria: $625 to $1,000;

• Queensland: $550 to $1,150;

• South Australia: $550 to $1,000;

• Western Australia: $625 to $1,150; and in

• New Zealand: $150 to $650.

investMent MaRket
demand from a Broad Base of Purchasers

Investment activity in the sub-regional sector was steady in 2012, 
with 14 sales worth over $887.7 million recorded; compared with 
13 transactions in 2011. The average value of centres sold was 
just over $63 million. Year-to-date in 2013 there has been eight 
sub-regional centre transactions. Investor demand for sub-regional 
assets comes from a broad base of purchasers, including REITs, 
super funds, offshore and private investors. Purchasing activity 
during 2012 was dominated by REITs who acquired over half of all 
centres sold. 

A number of institutional and listed investors have a strategy to 
acquire non-discretionary anchored neighbourhood and sub-
regional centre. There is competitive interest in assets with strong 
lease profiles, displaying robust income growth or expansion/
development potential. Secondary grade assets with higher vacancy 
levels continue to have a more limited purchaser profile, due in part 
to banks’ reluctance to fund these types of assets. 

The largest sale of a sub-regional asset in 2012 was the purchase 
of Noosa Civic for $200 million by QIC. The 31,808sqm centre was 
sold by private investor Stockwell. The sub-regional sector has also 
seen a number of portfolio transactions including the purchase by 
Charter Hall Retail REIT of three centres in regional New South 
Wales for just over $100 million. More recently, Federation Centres 
entered into an agreement with ISPT for the sale of 50% of four 
sub-regional shopping centres and one convenience centre for 
$371.4 million. The centres were sold on an average yield of 7.49%. 
The four sub-regional centres are Mandurah in Western Australia, 

sub-ReGional shoPPinG centRe aveRaGe net Rents
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Cranbourne and Karingal in Victoria and Warriewood in New South 
Wales. Federation Centres will continue to manage the centres.

recaliBration of suB-regional yields

Sub-regional centres are currently trading at ten-year discounts 
to regional shopping centres. The spread reflects the secondary 
end of the market and the recalibration in yields that has occurred. 
Secondary sub-regional centres have been impacted by structural 
changes in the retail industry and the lower appetite for risk from 
investors. In some cases, this gap fails to capture the long term 
opportunities to refurbish some of these centres. Having a higher 
proportion of non-discretionary retailers in sub-regional centres 
and the lower occupancy cost relative to regional centres in some 
instances provides a competitive advantage. 

The yield spread for sub-regional centres has become wider as 
investors become more discerning of the gap between strong 
and weaker performing centres. Some secondary sub-regional 
assets have proved challenging to sell, resulting in some upward 
pressure on yields for these centres. Yields for prime centres with 
strong anchor tenant leases have experienced moderate downward 
pressure. Across Australia, yields for prime sub-regional centres 

currently range between 7.00% and 7.75%, while secondary yields 
fall between 7.75% and 10.00%. In New Zealand, prime sub-
regional centre yields range between 6.50% and 9.00%, while 
secondary regional yields fall between 9.00% and 10.25%.

According to the IPD Australia Commercial Property Digest, total 
returns for sub-regional retail were 8.4% for the year to March 
2013, down slightly from 8.9% for the year to December 2012. 
While income growth was relatively stable, the capital return fell 
from 1.1% to 0.7%.

hollywood Plaza, salisbury downs, sa
sold on behalf of Centro properties group

austRalian sub-ReGional shoPPinG centRe yields
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suPPly, vacancy 
and deMand
suPPly increasing, But Below long-term 
average levels

Redevelopment and expansion plans for sub-regional centres 
previously put on hold are now starting to proceed as owners 
look to reposition assets. A number of REIT, institutional and 
private investors are now turning their focus to their development 
pipelines. This will see an increase in the refurbishment and 
expansion of sub-regional centres, although supply levels are still 
expected to be below long-term average levels. The sub-regional 
sector is forecast to deliver around 338,00sqm or 13% of all 
retail supply over the medium-term. As a result of soft turnover 
in categories such as clothing, footwear and accessories, owners 
will be focusing on getting the mix of discretionary tenancies right 
within sub-regional centres.  

The store roll-out across the DDS sector has slowed markedly over 
the past five years, with Kmart currently the most active. Kmart 
currently has around 185 stores across Australia and New Zealand, 
with an average size of 5,634sqm. They have a new store pipeline 
of 33 stores over the next five years, equal to 18% space growth. 
Target has a network of 301 stores located throughout regional 
and metropolitan Australia. It plans to open 10 new stores and four 
replacement stores are to be completed in 2013. Big W operates a 
network of 176 with plans to open a further two stores by the end 
of 2013.

vacancies drifting higher

Occupying the middle ground, sub-regional centres comprise both 
a discretionary and non-discretionary component – finding the 
balance between the two has become increasingly difficult. With 
weakness in the performance of discretionary retail, sub-regional 
centre owners have been under pressure to maintain occupancy 
rates, with evidence of increasing incentives in this market. 

Vacancy rates for sub-regional centres have drifted-up over the 
past 12 months, but remain lower than for neighbourhood centres. 
Across Australia, the national average vacancy for sub-regional 
shopping centres is 2.9%; and 1.5% in New Zealand (Auckland). 
There is also an increasing trend for tenants to occupy space on 
short-term leases, on hold over and in pop-up shops. This space 
would otherwise be available for longer-term lease. Overall, 
specialty store vacancies across sub-regional shopping centres are 
around long-term average levels.

stockland bay village, bateman bay, nsw 
sold on behalf of stockland

Colliers international does not give any warranty in relation to the accuracy of the information contained in this report.if you intend to rely upon the information contained herein, 
you must take note that the information, figures and projections have been provided by various sources and have not been verified by us. We have no belief one way or the 
other in relation to the accuracy of such information, figures and projections. Colliers international will not be liable for any loss or damage resulting from any statement, figure, 
calculation or any other information that you rely upon that is contained in the material. © Colliers international 2013.
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south hedland 
shopping centre wa extension 1,400 2013 charter hall 

Retail Reit
stanhope 
village stage 
3&4

nsw extension 3,100 2013/2015 Mirvac

kawana 
shopping 
world

Qld extension 8,900 2014 Mirvac

stockland 
wendouree vic extension 16,150 2015 stockland

stockland 
baldivis wa extension 22,341 2016 stockland

collieRs inteRnational ReseaRch
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steady interest in non-discretionary Based retail 

First HalF 2013

ReseaRch And 
foRecast report

Pittwater Place, Mona vale, nsw
Managed on behalf of rreeF real estate

The stability of convenience based retail and the food category in 
general has led to steady interest in supermarket-anchored centres. 
The price point at which these centres can be acquired – the 
average value of neighbourhood centre transaction last year was 
just over $21 million; is the key driver of investment returns. There 
is generally strong interest in centres sub-$30 million. Investors in 
neighbourhood centres appear prepared to purchase lower value 
assets on sharper yields, as these are typically easier to debt fund, 
and less management intensive. The lower average occupancy 
cost for specialty tenants in food-based centres has also been an 
attraction for investors. 

Over the past year, both Woolworths and Coles have made big 
capital moves to reshape their property holdings. In 2012, the 
public float of the SCA Property Group by Woolworths included 
42 neighbourhood shopping centres (69 centres in total across 
Australia and New Zealand). In May 2013, Wesfarmers announced 
it had entered into a joint venture with ISPT. Under the deal, ISPT 
will acquire a 75% interest in an initial portfolio of 19 Coles owned 
shopping centres. Both supermarket operators are selling down 
property assets to release capital from their balance sheets, in order 
to fund and focus on future store growth plans.    

Aggressive competition between the two major supermarket 
retailers has seen increased construction of freestanding and 

convenience based centres, which are often too small to be 
classified as neighbourhood centres. Since entering the Australian 
market in 2009, American retailer Costco has been actively seeking 
new sites and steadily opening new stores. Land banking remains a 
feature of this market as the two majors vie for prime sites, not only 
against each other, but competition from Aldi and Costco. 

The strength of the non-discretionary retail sector, in particular 
food retailing which is currently growing at 5.6% per annum, has 
seen steady supply in the neighbourhood and convenience retail 
sector. Retailers will continue to drive much of the momentum 
for this sector moving forward, as they lead construction activity 
through store network expansion. The dominant supermarket 
chains are aggressive in their expansion plans, with a focus 
on increasing retail turnover rather than development profit. 
Well located neighbourhood centres that are not dependant on 
discretionary spending are expected to be well placed for growth 
in 2013. Investors of all types will continue to seek steady-income, 
smaller prime centres with minimal exposure to discretionary 
based income over the next 12 months. Given the tenant profile 
of neighbourhood centres, investors continue to be of the opinion 
that this category is less exposed to the challenges other sectors 
face from online retailing. 

neiGhbouRhood shoPPinG centRe MaRket snaPshot
indicatoR austRalia new zealand

national average net Rental 
Range ($/sqm) $250 - $850 $250 - $500

national average vacancy Rate 4.4% 5.5%

supply additions (sqm) 442,000 n/a

Prime yield Range 7.25% - 8.00% 6.50% - 9.00%

secondary yield Range 8.00% - 12.00% 9.00% - 10.50%

collieRs inteRnational ReseaRch
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Roskil centre, Mt Roskilll, nz
leased on behalf of tailwind investments limited

leasinG MaRket 
food-Based retailers most active 

The less discretionary nature of neighbourhood shopping centres 
means that rental growth was achieved in most markets, in line 
with general movements in retail turnover. While face rents are 
being maintained, there is evidence of incentives being paid 
to both sitting and new tenants. Competition between centres 
for good quality tenants remains strong. Some smaller tenants 
continue to experience difficulties obtaining bank funding, as 
financiers remain cautious lending to new retailers without an 
established track record. Tenants in neighbourhood centres tend 
to be dominated by “mum and dad’ retailers, with national tenants 
continuing to make up a relatively small portion of the tenant mix. 
Food retailers are currently the most active tenants looking at 
expanding their operations. The lower average occupancy cost 
for specialty tenants in food-based centres is also an attractive 
characteristic of this market. 

Across Australia, rents for neighbourhood centres currently range 
between $250 to $850 per square metre, reflecting local conditions 
in individual markets and centre characteristics. Rental rates for 
neighbourhood shopping centres across Australia and New Zealand 
(Auckland) are as follows:

• New South Wales: $350 to $850; 

• Victoria: $350 to $800; 

• Queensland: $350 to $800;

• South Australia: $250 to $625; 

• Western Australia: $400 $700; and in

• New Zealand: $150 to $500. 

sunday trading in Perth increases turnover 

The new laws introduced on August 26 2012 allow all general retail 
shops in the Perth metropolitan area, including major supermarkets 
and department stores, the right to open their doors on Sunday 
between 11am and 5pm. The introduction of Sunday trading has 
had a positive impact on supermarkets with an increase reported 
in pedestrian foot traffic, and in turnover. Figures collated by the 
Shopping Centre Council of Australia indicate the increase in 
customer visits has been stronger in Perth than in Brisbane and 
Adelaide when Sunday trading was introduced in those cities. More 
than 80% of shops are open and on average, 20,000 shoppers 
are visiting each of the major centres on a Sunday. The decision 
to open on Sundays remains the choice of the individual retailer 
- with some specialty retailers not necessarily benefiting from 
the additional trading hours, opting to close early or not trade on 
Sundays at all.

investMent MaRket
transaction levels down, But investor 
interest strong

The appeal of neighbourhood centres from an investment 
perspective lies in their ability to provide steady rental income 
through long-term leases, underpinned by the large supermarket 
tenants, predominantly Coles and Woolworths. There was 
steady investor interest in quality, non-discretionary focused 
neighbourhood centres, reflecting the strong performance of food 
based retailing during 2012. Neighbourhood centres continue to 
be actively traded, and dominate transaction activity in terms of 
volume. Activity levels were down slightly across 2012, with 33 
neighbourhood centres sold, compared with 37 in 2011. The average 
value of centres traded was $21.1 million, with private investors the 
most active purchasers. 

The largest neighbourhood centre transaction to occur during 
2012 was the sale of Pittwater Place at Mona Vale in Sydney. The 
12,180sqm centre was purchased by German investor RREEF for 
$56.6 million, from Brookfield Multiplex on a yield of 8.8%. The 
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biggest neighbourhood centre transaction year-to-date in 2013 
is the sale of Melville Plaza in Western Australia for $29 million. 
The 8,964sqm centre was sold by Federation Retail Direct 
Property Syndicate to local investor Hawaiian on a yield of 
approximately 8.0%. 

Wesfarmers has entered into a JV with ISPT to sell a 75% interest 
in an initial portfolio of 19 Coles-owned shopping centres valued 
at approximately $532 million. Under the arrangement, Coles will 
retain a 25% interest in the centres, and will continue to manage 
them. The portfolio includes 18 neighbourhood shopping centres 
and one sub-regional shopping centre, spread across New South 
Wales, Queensland, Victoria, South Australia and the Australian 
Capital Territory.

According the IPD Australia Commercial Property Digest, over 
the year to March 2013, investment returns for neighbourhood 
shopping centres were the highest returns across all retail 
categories at 8.9%. 

Neighbourhood centres were also the only retail sector to record 
an increase in returns over the quarter. Being anchored by 
supermarkets, neighbourhood centres have been supported by 
steady growth in food retailing.

neighBourhood yields attractive

Convenience-based retail including neighbourhood shopping 
centres is an attractive asset class factoring the high spreads 
relative to bond yields available in these centres. Neighbourhood 
centres are currently trading at ten-year discounts to regional 
shopping centres. This gap fails in some cases to capture the long 
term opportunities to remix and expand some of these centres. 
Having a higher proportion of non-discretionary retailers in 
neighbourhood centres and the lower occupancy cost relative to 
other retail formats provides a competitive advantage. 

After a period of softening over the past couple of years, national 
neighbourhood centre yields have generally stabilised. Although, 
we continue to see a two-tiered market in this sector and some 
widening in the yield range has occurred. Prime neighbourhood 
centre yields range between 7.25% and 8.00% and secondary 
neighbourhood yields fall between 8.00% and 12.00%. Prime yields 
for freestanding supermarkets currently range between 6.50% and 
7.50%, while secondary yields for these investments fall between 
7.50% and 10.00%. In New Zealand, neighbourhood centre yields 
range between 6.50% and 9.00%, while secondary yields fall 
between 9.00% and 10.50%. 

The yield spread for neighbourhood centres has become wider 
as investors become more discerning of the gap between strong 
and weaker performing centres. The performance of individual 
centres will drive investment returns, with some yield compression 
expected for centres that are trading well.

waterford Plaza shopping centre, karawara, wa
Valued on behalf of Bank of Western Australia limited

austRalian neiGhbouRhood shoPPinG centRe yields
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suPPly, vacancy 
and deMand
suPermarket retailers lead suPPly

Similar to conditions in the bulky goods market, Coles and 
Woolworths are driving development in the neighbourhood 
and convenience sectors, accounting for the majority of new 
projects under construction and planned. Aggressive competition 
between the two major supermarket retailers has seen increased 
construction of freestanding and convenience based centres, which 
are often too small to be classified as neighbourhood centres. 

While for consumers the price war between the two major 
supermarket chains Woolworths and Coles has been beneficial, 
for property owners the importance of a strong performing 
supermarket anchor has become even more crucial. The strong 
competition between supermarket operators has helped to entice 
consumers into shopping centres, with a portion of this foot traffic 
then flowing into nearby stores. The neighbourhood sector is 
forecast to deliver around 442,000sqm over the medium term, 
accounting for 17% of total retail supply for that period. 

The relative size of neighbourhood centres means the development 
of new centres is most prominent in this category. We continue 
to see centres being built to support new residential communities. 
There are also a handful of neighbourhood centres owned by 
institutional investors that are being expanded to become sub-
regional centres through the inclusion of a discount department 
store, an additional supermarket and specialty stores.

sPecialty mix fundamental to success

The performance of individual centres varies greatly across 
this category, with the specialty component and retail mix of 
neighbourhood centres fundamental to their success. In order to 
compete, many centres have restructured leasing strategies to 
meet the needs of the market. In these centres managers have 
reviewed their business plans and budgets, paying close attention 
to occupancy costs and outgoings. Lease documentation is also 
changing to include exit strategies for retailers under pressure, 
which in turn protects landlords’ income streams.

Despite the strength of non-discretionary retail, the current trading 
environment has seen some new neighbourhood centres struggling 
to lease all specialty tenancies. This is particularly evident in 
emerging areas where the catchment is still developing. Average 
vacancies for neighbourhood centres have been relatively stable, 
but they remain higher than the vacancy rate for sub-regional 
centres, and above long-term average levels. Across Australia, the 
national average vacancy for neighbourhood shopping centres is 
4.4% and 5.5% in New Zealand (Auckland).

Colliers international does not give any warranty in relation to the accuracy of the information contained in this report.if you intend to rely upon the information contained herein, 
you must take note that the information, figures and projections have been provided by various sources and have not been verified by us. We have no belief one way or the 
other in relation to the accuracy of such information, figures and projections. Colliers international will not be liable for any loss or damage resulting from any statement, figure, 
calculation or any other information that you rely upon that is contained in the material. © Colliers international 2013.
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selected neiGhbouRhood shoPPinG centRe suPPly

centRe state suPPly  
tyPe

aPPRox 
aRea coMPletion owneR

allenstown 
Plaza Qld extension 2,000 2013 charter hall 

Retail Reit
nerang 
shopping 
centre

Qld Refurbishment 8,750 2013
lasalle 

investment 
Management

capri on via 
Roma Qld new 6,000 2014 simon harvey

federation 
halls head wa extension 11,500 2015 federation 

centres

sunbury 
town centre vic new 20,000 2016 villawood

collieRs inteRnational ReseaRch

A further trend is the inclusion of neighbourhood shopping centres 
in mixed-use medium to high density developments. This is in line 
with town planning strategies of urban infill and efficient use of 
public infrastructure. Neighbourhood shopping centres are able to 
be located on these smaller footprints.

How else can we help you? 
speak to one of our property experts today.  
au.retail@colliers.com 

For further information about our research  
please contact: Nora Farren 
director | research | tel +61 2 9257 0289 

nora.farren@colliers.com



interest in homemaker Centres on the rise

First HalF 2013

ReseaRch And 
foRecast report

bulky Goods centRe MaRket snaPshot
indicatoR austRalia new zealand

national average net Rental 
Range ($/sqm) $125 - $450 $200 - $375

national average vacancy Rate 7.5% 0.5%

supply additions (sqm) 1,170,000 n/a

Prime yield Range 8.50% - 9.50% 7.13% - 9.50%

secondary yield Range 9.50% - 12.00% 9.50% - 10.50%

collieRs inteRnational ReseaRch

Retail turnover in the household goods category is currently 
growing at 2.3% per annum, below the 10-year average of 3.3%. 
Declines in turnover have been price driven, as volumes have 
been growing steadily since 2008. Despite this, bulky goods is less 
impacted than traditional retail by the growth in online retailing. 
Over the past few years, the space occupied by traditional users 
like home entertainment, furniture and floor coverings has reduced, 
and the amount devoted to other bulky goods uses and hardware 
has risen. The bulky goods sector has come through a period of 
subdued demand from retailers, and appears to be improving. With 
lower interest rates set to stimulate both the retail and residential 
sectors, signs of a pick-up in the sector are emerging.

Investor interest in the prime end of the bulky goods sector is 
starting to see signs of an increase in depth of demand, with a 
number of large transactions having occurred over the last 12 
months. This reflects the expectation that market conditions will 
improve and the favourable terms (higher yields) at which assets 
in this sector can presently be acquired. A number of listed owners 
have announced plans to exit major bulky goods holdings, with the 
sector being viewed as non-core for some institutional investors as 
they look to recycle capital. 

There have also been a number of receiver sales in this sub-sector, 
with private investors the main purchasers.

The strong competition between Woolworths with their Masters 
Home Improvement chain and Wesfarmers with Bunnings has 
resulted in bulky goods supply accounting for nearly half (45%) of 
total retail additions. Over the past few years the hardware sector 
has emerged as a category within its own right, separate from bulky 
goods retailing. The hardware warehouse format is now a mature 
and popular retailing concept, both with consumers and investors. 
The presence and activity of Bunnings and Masters continues 
to improve the depth of the market, and evidence for rental and 
property values. Property and land prices may face some upwards 
pressure as part of the battle for sites, as retailers search for large 
warehouse sized blocks.

There has been fierce competition between market participants, 
often paying premiums for sites, to ensure they lock their 
competitors out of certain locations. This strong expansion in the 
hardware sector will also benefit the industrial property sector as 
retailers commit to large distribution facilities to supply product to 
these new stores.

bulky Goods centRes

A Colliers internAtionAl PubliCAtion           



leasinG MaRket 
rents have now Broadly staBilised

Rental growth within the bulky goods market was relatively flat 
during 2012, due to elevated levels of supply and increased 
competition. Lease deals in this category also tend to be highly 
incentivised, with some secondary markets experiencing a decline 
in rents. Broadly, rents across the sector have now stabilised. 
Nationally, rents for bulky goods centres range between $125 
and $450, reflecting local conditions in individual markets. Rental 
rates for bulky goods centres across Australia and New Zealand 
(Auckland) are as follows:

• New South Wales: $150 to $450; 

• Victoria: $150 to $300; 

• Queensland: $150 to $280;

• South Australia: $125 to $250; 

• Western Australia: $165 to $275; and in

• New Zealand: $150 to $375.

new occuPiers emerging

Over the past few years, the space occupied by traditional users like 
home entertainment, furniture and floor coverings has reduced, and 
the amount devoted to other bulky goods uses and hardware has 
risen. With the collapse of traditional bulky goods tenants such as 
Everyday Living, Sleep City and WOW Sight & Sound, new occupiers 
are emerging. These include pet product retailers such as Petbarn, 
PETstock and City Farmers. The outdoor and leisure sectors have 
also been performing well. There has been expansion in auto goods 
retailers and also from baby goods retailers such as Baby Bunting. 
The Super Retail Group plans to open approximately 10 new stores 
in both its auto and sports divisions, and around 20 in the leisure 
division, which includes BCF and Ray’s Outdoors.

investMent MaRket
domestic institutional investors exit 
Bulky goods

Values in the sector appear to have bottomed and private investors 
have been building up their portfolios. Last year 31 bulky goods 
centres traded for a total of just over $944 million, compared with 
23 transactions in 2011. Increased activity reflects the growing 
demand for major homemaker centres and big box hardware 
investments. The average value of sales increased to $37.8 million 
in 2012. Year-to-date 2013 there have been 5 major bulky goods 
transactions over $10 million. Domestic institutions have generally 
been selling down their bulky goods holdings to focus on core retail 
sectors and new development. There has been strong interest from 
syndicates, private investors and offshore groups such as LaSalle 
Investment Management and Blackstone Group. 

The largest bulky goods transaction to occur last year was the sale 
of Home Hills Hub at Castle Hill in Sydney. The 52,000sqm centre 
was purchased by LaSalle Investment Management for $178.5 
million from Fenix Real Estate, reflecting a yield of 9.3%. The sale 
is also the biggest homemaker centre transaction in Australia. More 
recently, GPT has sold the 38,300sqm Homemaker City Fortitude 
Valley to a private investor for a figure reported to be close to $100 
million. Transaction activity in the big box hardware category was 
buoyant during 2012, with 14 freestanding stores sold, comprising 
nearly half the bulky goods sector transactions for the year. This 
includes the portfolio of seven new Bunnings Warehouse stores 
acquired by Charter Hall and Telstra Super for $176 million, on 
an initial yield of 7.6%. The portfolio provides for 3% annual rent 
increases.

According to the IPD Australia Commercial Property Digest, total 
returns for the bulky goods sector fell to 6.6% during the year to 
March 2013, down from 8.6% for the year to December 2012. While 
income growth was stable at 8.3%, capital growth was negative at 
-1.6%.
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selected bulky Goods centRe suPPly
centRe state aPPRox aRea coMPletion owneR

bunnings 
alexandria nsw 17,000sqm 2013 bunnings 

Properties

Murray bridge 
homemaker centre sa 30,500sqm 2013 Maton investments

Masters centre 
bayswater wa 13,668sqm 2014 hydrox nominees

Robina home & 
leisure centre Qld 15,153sqm 2014 Qic

cheltenham 
homemaker centre vic 12,385sqm 2014 silverton Group

yields kePt close to their Peak

There has been selected softening of investment yields for bulky 
goods centres over the past 12 months, reflecting some negative 
sentiment towards this sector and increased risk aversion. Prime 
yields for bulky goods centres across Australia currently range 
between 8.50% and 9.50%, while secondary yields range between 
9.50% and 12.00%. The absence of institutional demand for bulky 
goods assets has kept yields close to their peak. Although, given 
the high relative position of bulky goods yields, there may be some 
scope for moderate compression of prime centre yields going 
forward. Yields for big box hardware centres currently range 
between 7.50% and 8.00%, with secondary centres trading on 
yields of 8.00% and above.

The hardware sector will remain a strong performer within the 
bulky goods category. Hardware assets anchored by long lease 
profiles, and providing a strong lease covenant will continue to 
achieve firm yields. Steady population growth and the anticipated 
recovery in the housing market should see the continued 
improvement of the bulky goods sector over the next few years. 
Although we expect that private investors will continue to dominate 
transaction activity in the short-term.

suPPly, vacancy 
and deMand 
Bulky goods dominates suPPly

The bulky goods sector (including both homemaker and hardware 
centres) is forecast to deliver 45% of new supply in the retail sector 
over the medium term. There is currently around 1.17 million square 
metres of potential supply either approved or in planning, expected 
to come on line over the next five years. Traditional multi-tenant 
bulky goods centres account for around half of forecast supply, with 
freestanding big box hardware stores making up the remainder. 
New South Wales and Queensland account for the majority of 
new supply. Significant completions are expected over the next 12 
months.

Wesfarmers has approximately 90 Bunnings stores in its long 
term pipeline. The recently opened Bunnings store at Alexandria in 
Sydney is the largest one yet at approximately 17,000sqm. Masters 
has plans to roll out 150 stores in Australia, with 49 currently 
approved or under construction. Most recently they purchased the 
former Peter Board High School site at Macquarie Park in Sydney, 
for nearly $30 million. They have lodged a development application 
for a 13,500sqm store on the site.

highest vacancy rate of all retail sectors 

Vacancy rates for bulky goods centres continue to be the highest 
across all retail sectors, with the exception of the Auckland market. 
The increased supply of bulky goods retail space over the past 12 
months has seen upward pressure on vacancy rates, particularly 
for secondary centres in regions not supported by an increasing 
resident population. Vacancy rates also continue to be impacted by 
retailer failures and store network rationalisations. 

collieRs inteRnational ReseaRch
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selected bulky Goods centRe suPPly
centRe state aPPRox aRea coMPletion owneR

bunnings 
alexandria nsw 17,000sqm 2013 bunnings 

Properties

Murray bridge 
homemaker centre sa 30,500sqm 2013 Maton investments

Masters centre 
bayswater wa 13,668sqm 2014 hydrox nominees

Robina home & 
leisure centre Qld 15,153sqm 2014 Qic

cheltenham 
homemaker centre vic 12,385sqm 2014 silverton Group
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Planning changes to Benefit Bulky goods

Recently announced changes to Victoria’s planning system to 
take effect from July 2013 will allow more retail development in 
previously restricted areas. Small scale supermarkets and other 
small retail outlets will be allowed to set up in large suburban 
homemaker centres, increasing foot traffic and retail activity. 
Previously this type of retailing was restricted to the large 
shopping precincts, based in suburban activity centres. The 
Victorian Government estimates the state needs to create an extra 
180,000sqm of retail floor space each year to meet demand from 
the annual population growth of 90,000 people. This figure is based 
on an estimated two square metres of retail space for each person. 
Bulky goods operators are expected to benefit most from the 
changes. Opportunities for large format retailers will improve as the 
tenancy mix options for these kinds of developments will be greater.

Colliers international does not give any warranty in relation to the accuracy of the information contained in this report.if you intend to rely upon the information contained herein, 
you must take note that the information, figures and projections have been provided by various sources and have not been verified by us. We have no belief one way or the 
other in relation to the accuracy of such information, figures and projections. Colliers international will not be liable for any loss or damage resulting from any statement, figure, 
calculation or any other information that you rely upon that is contained in the material. © Colliers international 2013.
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How else can we help you? 
speak to one of our property experts today.  
au.retail@colliers.com 

For further information about our research  
please contact: Nora Farren 
director | research | tel +61 2 9257 0289 
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Our experience retail

Accelerating success. Note: Figures calculated over an 18 month period from September 2011 to March 2013.

How else can we help you?
Speak to one of our property experts today.
au.retail@colliers.com

star dining, 
darling Park, nsw
1,350m²

On behalf of AMP Capital, Brookfield 
and The GPT Group

st James, 555 Bourke street, 
melbourne, vic
3,017m²

On behalf of Juilliard Group

wellard village shopping centre, 
wellard, wa
5,960m²

Leasing now on behalf of Peet & Co

Burnside village, 
Burnside, sa 
Stage 3 7,300sqm

Leased on behalf of The Cohen Group

north west Plaza, 
everton Park, Qld
750m² anchored by 3,300m²  
Woolworths Supermarket

On behalf of Consolidated Properties

roskill centre, 
mt wellington, auckland
8,500m²

On behalf of Tailwind Investments Ltd

stockland Bay village,  
Bateman Bay, nsw
$164 million

On behalf of Stockland

Pittwater Place,  
mona vale, nsw
$56.6 million

On behalf of Brookfield

the village (coles),  
mt gravatt, Qld
$33.2 million

On behalf of APGF

claremont Quarter, 
claremont, wa
$171.5 million (50% interest)

On behalf of Brookfield

hollywood Plaza,  
salisbury downs, sa
$73 million

On behalf of Federation Centres 
(For Centro Properties Group)

shore city shopping centre,  
takapuna, auckland
NZ$83.5 million

On behalf of Westfield

375 assets 
covering over  

447,965 square metres*

leased

24 assets  
totalling over  

$1.2 billion value**

sold

IN THE LAST 18 MONTHS

*Includes leased and ongoing projects  ** Sales of assets $15 million and above only



5.8 million square metres 
totalling over $39 billion 

worth in value

Our experience retail AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND

Note: Figures calculated over an 18 month period from September 2011 to March 2013.

For more information about Colliers International
and working with us, visit;
www.colliers.com.au

Pittwater Place,  
mona vale, nsw
12,000m²

On behalf of RREEF Real Estate

Primewest Broome Boulevard,  
Broome, wa
11,644m²

On behalf of Primewest Management 
Pty Ltd

metcentre, 
sydney, nsw
5,750m²

On behalf of Mirvac Funds Limited & 
MTAA Superannuation Fund Property 
Ltd

endeavour hills shopping centre,  
endeavour hills, vic
30,805m²

On behalf of The Makris Group

Primewest Bunbury centrepoint 
shopping centre, Bunbury, wa
16,841m²

On behalf of Primewest Management 
Pty Ltd

silverdale shopping centre,  
silverdale, auckland
22,935m²

On behalf of Eldamos Investments Ltd

wollongong central,  
nsw
55,764m²

On behalf of The GPT Group

centro gympie,  
gympie, Qld
14,029m²

On behalf of Centro MCS Manager Ltd

waterford Plaza shopping centre,  
karawara, wa
12,852m²

On behalf of Bank of Western Australia 
Ltd

centro the glen,  
glen waverley, vic
58,841m²

On behalf of Federation Centres

mile end homemaker centre,  
mile end, sa
23,277m²

On behalf of BB Retail Capital

westfield albany,  
albany, auckland
53,100m²

On behalf of Westfield

valued

116 assets  
totalling over  

686,000 square metres

managed

IN THE LAST 18 MONTHS



• Agency sales and leasing  
 landlord representation 
 tenant representation 
• Capital Markets 
• Consultancy 
• Corporate solutions 
• design 
• Facilities Management 
• investment services  
• insolvency property services 

• lease Administration 
• portfolio Marketing 
• project Management 
• project Marketing 
• real estate Management 
• research 
• technology solutions 
• transaction Management 
• Valuation & Advisory 
• Workplace strategy

we OFFer a Full raNge OF prOperty sOlutiONs 

• office 
• industrial 
• retail 
• residential 
• rural & Agribusiness 
• hotel 
• healthcare & retirement

aCrOss every prOperty type...

400 offices worldwide throughout 62 countries 
46 offices throughout Australia and new Zealand

everywHere

HOw else CaN we Help yOu? 
speak to one of our property experts today. 
au.retail@colliers.com 

Accelerating success.
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